


The following pages list some of the team building activities and events that can take place at Hotel Du Vin. 

We can provide a range of team activities to meet a client’s requirements. From a simple team bonding 
session of chocolate making, or an afternoon learning circus skills, to an in depth team development 

workshop using Miro personality profiling and team building challenges. Whether you have a small group of 8 
for half a day, or a larger group overnight, we can put together a package to suit. 

All of our events are put together on a bespoke basis, and the activities on offer are not limited to what has 
been detailed in this brochure. Please call us to discuss ideas. 

ACF Teambuilding and Events Core Purpose: 
"We Provide Fun and Memorable Experiences that Unify People"



CHALLENGES

We have a variety of team building challenges which 
can be combined to create your perfect team building 

day and meet your objectives.  

Problem Solving, Logic, Lateral Thinking, Trust, 
Communication, Team Work, Time Management, 

Planning, Leadership

Here’s a selection of some of our popular challenges all 
of which can take place indoors at the hotel:

• Industrial Espionage 
• Virus 
• Puzzle Corner
• Space Shuttle 
• Lost 
• Bomb Disposal 
• Laser Room 
• Electric Fence 
• Towers 



IT’S A KIND OF MAGIC 
Learn and perform magic tricks like the pros. Everyone gets a trick to take 

home to impress their families and friends. 

CHOCOLATE MAKING
From an hour workshop learning the basics, making and decorating, to a 
half day chocolate challenge with marketing and packaging challenges. 

THRILLER (Dance Workshop) 
Even with 2 left feet, guests will love this energising and entertaining 

activity. Learn the moves of this iconic dance, and even add in costume, 
make up a videography for a real wow day. 

THE HAKA 
This traditional & ancient Maori Tribal routine acts as a powerful energiser, 

or as a teambuilding activity.

MINDFULNESS
Learn the art of focusing your mind for better concentration and stress 

relief, to apply to every day life!

WORKSHOPS



WATER COLOURS
Discover your hidden artistic talent 

CIRCUS SKILLS 
A fun and energetic activity, great as a warm up or break to the day. 

SAMBA DRUMMING
Powerful, loud, bringing everyone together. Our fun drumming 

coordinator will have everyone synchronising the beats in no time.  

FILM MAKING
Create a short film, advert, or music video for your company. Our 

film making challenge involves storyboards, costumes, and camera 
operations which must all be coordinated. 

ICE CARVING
Team fun, creating a masterpiece from a simple block of ice!

LEARN A SKILL
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Using a number of carefully selected challenges, and our psychometric 
profiling tool ‘MiRo’, ACF can help you to create a winning team! 

Understanding the way we perceive ourselves and others is a big step to 
becoming a more productive, efficient and happy team! There are times when 
a team may not functioning as well as it could be, or perhaps there are some 
clashes within the group. It could be that its just time to have a refresh and 

take a step away from day to day operations. Our team development day can 
help participants to understand themselves ‘better’, and also understand the 

team dynamics within their working environment. 

TEAM DEVELOPMENT 



TEAM BAKE
Teams will have a go a creating a number of baked items in this fun, hands on challenges. The creations will be judged at the end 

of the day, with bonus points available throughout. Half day or full day options are available. 

CONNECTIONS 
Teams are tasked to build a railway around various landmarks. Although the group is in teams, this is a collaborative exercise 

designed to encourage delegates to look at the bigger picture and avoid “silo” thinking.

GENERATION GAME 
This fun and fast paced team game will see guests having a go at a  number of tasks, scoring points with each round. All finished 

off with a traditional conveyer belt round. 

BIGGER  GROUPS



BRISTOL TREASURE HUNTS 

With the latest technology of GPS units or even portable touch pads, the quests for first prize can involve 
everyone on all levels of intellect, and include plenty of opportunities for creativity and problem solving. ACF 

creates bespoke treasure hunts and Cryptic Challenges that can suit most budgets and can include characters to 
meet, puzzles to solve, photos to take and items to collect



ENTERTAINMENT  

Our Quiz and Game Shows get everyone involved and will 
quickly bring your event to life. Many of our evening 

entertainment options have been developed around the 
concept of famous TV shows, with our own little twists. 

Some of our favourites: 
• Games For A Laugh
• Team Millionaire  
• Have We Got News For You
• The BIG Quiz 
• Could I Lie To You 
• Race Night 
• A Night At The Movies 

A complete theatrical set-up and an exciting alternative 
kind of entertainment. Come and see our mind reader at 

his table. Sit down and be entertained with close up 
weirdness. Spooky music, lighting, the smell of incense 

and weird props all go together to provide great 
atmosphere to witness this unique style of magic.

THE DARK PARLOUR   



Looking for an evening of fun and laughter? Murder Mystery Nights are a classic way to add some fun and 
entertainment to an evening party. These popular evenings are a great way to enjoy a team building 

session while encompassing your evening meal and drinks. 

The activity can be designed to achieve maximum participation with a number of different styles/ themes 
to choose from. Become a super sleuth! Will you crack the case? 

Alternatively, enquire about our Crime Investigation Evenings.

MURDER MYSTERY 



Magicians, Fire Eaters, Papparazi, Caricaturist, Living Statues. 

MIX AND MINGLE ACTS

CASINO NIGHT
Guests will have a chance to try their luck with the magical 

atmosphere and thrills of a major international casino.  

A photo studio is a great addition to any party, and a great 
memory to take away. Themes can be anything from Winter 

Wonderland to New York City! 

PHOTO STUDIO 



Well Done! Everyone was so impressed with the whole day. Please thank everyone concerned, we will not 
hesitate to recommend you to other areas of our business. (Wessex Water) Utilities Company 

The only word to describe last Friday is “SUCCESS” and this is due to the ACF work and management on the day. 
We are having a lot of good feedback, including : “I couldn't remember a time with so many people smiling 
around the site!” Large Engineering Company 

Aaron and his team were superb. They worked well with myself and my team to ensure an enjoyable night was 
had by all. They adapted to suit our needs on the evening and I would highly recommend them to other units to 
use for activities. Thank you. Public Sector 

Really well organised, all the team thoroughly enjoyed - even those that cringe when we tell them we are doing 
a team building event! Airbus 

The activities met our objective perfectly, the blind 4x4 driving was great fun, very well organised thank you :) 
Imperial Tobacco 

TESTIMONIALS 



www.acfteambuilding.co.uk  
01934 862305               

info@acfteambuilding.co.uk      

CONTACT DETAILS 

For more information about the activities and events on offer, please call a member of the team. 
Events will be put together on a bespoke basis, to suit your needs. 

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY  

Combine your event with an exercise to help the community, or raise money for a charity. 
Please enquire to see how we can help put together a suitable event.  


